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Abstract
Top Management Teams (TMT) cognition play a strategic role in the decision making process in any firm. It is
critical for firms to integrate managerial strategic thinking, which is rooted in managerial cognition, into the
strategic process. Hence TMT cognition can be seen to be a key intangible resource of the firm. The speed and
efficiency of the firm’s response to the rapidly changing environment is vital to firm performance. Firm’s can
integrate corporate entrepreneurship as a corporate strategy to achieve competitiveness in the market. This paper
presents a review of extant theoretical and empirical literature on two constructs, TMT cognition and first mover
advantages and their link to firm entrepreneurial performance. Relevant theories have been reviewed, constructs
and operational indicators have also been identified, comparison against empirical studies and the emergent
knowledge gap is identified. This paper proposes a theoretical model for guiding future scholarship in strategic
management.
Keywords: top management teams cognition, first mover advantages, firm entrepreneurial performance
1. Introduction
Strategy is a process that is found at the organisation level, which includes activities that firms engage in in order
to formulate and enact the strategic missions and goals ( (Li, Zhang, & Chan, 2005) which involve analysing,
planning, decision making and strategy implementation (Hart,1992). The fast-paced and rapid changing
competitive environment of the firm brings both opportunities and threats for firms, and they have to interpret
the opportunities and threats when making key strategic decisions (Dess, Lumpkin, & Covin, 1997); Su, Xie,
Wang, & Li, 2011). Entrepreneurial strategy making (ESM), an end result of the opportunities and threats
analysis will hence reflect the commitment of a firm to innovativeness, risk-taking and pro-activeness in the
development and implementation of strategy, which is significant in the success of a firm (Shirokova,
Bogatyreva, Beliaeva, & Puffer, 2016); Su Xie Wang &Li, 2011). The Top Management Teams (TMTs) are the
principal decision makers in the development of the corporate strategy at the corporate level of strategy.
The construct of Top Management Teams (TMT) has been found to determine the speed, efficiency and
effectiveness in the decision making process in organisations in a way that can influence firm performance. The
effectiveness and nature of firm responses differ in part with the composition and characteristics of the top
management teams (Neilsen, 2009). The managerial teams effects on firm performance has been a subject of
interest to scholars in strategy (Neilsen, 2009; Michel & Hambrick,1992). The Upper Echelon Theory (Hambrick
& Mason, 1984) identified and broadly clustered TMT characteristics into two categories: the observable
characteristics of functional tracks, age, career experiences, financial position, socio-economic roots and group
characteristics and the psychological characteristics such as cognitive base values.
Due to the nature of the external environment faced by organisations, strategic management emphasizes the role
of adaptation in order to fit into the environment. The adaptability or strategic renewal stresses the important task
of managerial cognition (Kaplan, 2011). Cognitive structures involving top management teams beliefs about the
environment and strategy and also the cognitive process of scanning, sense making and interpretation is what is
referred to as managerial cognition (Buyl, Boone, & Paul, 2011). The behavioural theory of the firm (Cyert &
March, 1963), emphasizes the importance of the managerial cognitive process as an important characteristic of
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firm’s strategic behaviour. The cognitive process represents the initial step in TMT-driven, deliberate change in
the firm’s strategy and behaviour (Tripsas & Gavetti, 2002), raising the need to gain insight into the connection
between the managerial composition and managerial cognition. Organization’s adaptability normally is driven by
TMT’s cognitive process which is in turn driven by the TMT composition.
TMTs possess a cognitive framework that determines an organisations strategic choice as well as the timing of
the execution of the strategic choice. The timing of the execution of strategic choice has seen scholars
distinguish firms into two main categories: first movers and late movers. A first mover is a firm that identifies an
opportunity in the environment and by acting first relative to the competitors is able to gain positive economic
profits. First movers are also referred to as pioneers. First Mover Advantage (FMA) arises from three primary
sources namely technological knowledge, pre-emption of assets and buyer switching cost. Technological
leadership mechanism is either a learning curve advantage also known as experience curve and success in patent
or research and development races. Learning curve advantage is achieved through unit production costs that falls
with cumulative output, however this can only provide sustainable cost advantage for early entrants if kept
proprietary and market share leadership is maintained (Lieberman & Montgomery’, 1987). For Technological
advantage which is a function of experience achieved from research and development, pioneers can maintain it if
it is patented or maintained as a trade secret. Firms can achieve advantages by pre-empting rivals in the
acquisition of scarce assets that already exist rather than those developed by new technology. First mover
advantages through buyer switching costs arise from initial transaction buyers make in adapting to the sellers
products or services. Proponents of the FM construct have pointed that two factors will determine an
organization's decisions on the timing of entry into the market: internal factors revolving around the state of
resources (Lieberman & Montgomery, 1998) and the industry clock speed ( Fines, 1998)
The role of the TMT in this process has been associated with the nature of strategic management process that
requires decision makers to analyse both the internal and external environment so as to bring out the set of
opportunities and threats and identify the firms internal preparedness through resource capabilities. Various
researchers have all agreed that firms operating in an environment that is rapidly changing need to embrace
entrepreneurial activities in order to remain competitive. Companies can exploit the competitive advantages they
own currently, while they at the same time make decisions to shape the advantages they have intentions to
possess in future, increase probability of long-term survival, growth and financial success (Kuratko, Ireland, &
Hornsby, 2001). When firms base their entrepreneurial action on their strategy, then that firm is said to have a
corporate entrepreneurship strategy. According to Kuratko, Ireland, and Hornsby (2001), in the 1980s to 1990s
the virtual revolution of entrepreneurial actions were contributors to firm performance. Companies redefine the
business, considering ways that most effectively use human resource and learning to compete in the global
economy. This alters the firm’s culture, infusing entrepreneurial spirit in their operations.
1.1 Statement of the Problem
The role of strategic management is to formulate and implement strategy at the corporate, business and
functional levels. TMT’s role in this process is very critical and hence the success or performance of the firm.
TMT cognition is a relatively new area of interest in strategic management, especially with its focus on the role
of making decisions at the corporate level. Building from studies conducted earlier, there seems to be conceptual,
empirical and theoretical gaps when understanding the construct of TMT cognition, first mover advantages and
firm entrepreneurial performance.
To further enhance the understanding of the distinction between pioneer and late entrants and the link to
entrepreneurial performance, there is need to research more on the link between TMT cognition, external
environment and strategic flexibility. Even though some studies provide some understanding on the difference in
perception between early entrants and late entrants, they do not explain why an entrepreneur may chose to be a
pioneer as opposed to a late entrant, or if the distinction matters. Fines(1998), Lieberman and Montgomery (1998)
suggest that two sets of factors both within and without the firm are responsible for determining the timing of
entry and raise implications for the conceptual modelling of the firm strategic behaviour that involves TM
Cognition and strategic moves for attaining anticipated pioneer advantages. Various scholars (Amit & Zott, 2001;
Hitt & Ireland, 2000; Hitt, Ireland, Camp & Sexton, 2001, 2002) are in agreement that strategic management and
entrepreneurship are two areas that are concerned with wealth creation in firms. Further the strategic role of
TMT in decision making in the integration of entrepreneurship in strategy has not been clearly linked. There is
need to propose a theory that integrates strategic management with entrepreneurship. This has emanated from
empirical studies on firm entrepreneurial activities and firm performance.
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For this reason, this study will propose a theoretical framework to address this gap. This study will apply a
multiplicity of theories in order to understand the constructs that underlie the phenomenon involving TMT
Cognition, pioneer advantage and firm entrepreneurial performance in relevant contexts that typify those of
interest in applying strategic management processes and concepts. The purpose of the study is to review the
extant theoretical and empirical literatures with a view to identifying the linkage between the TMT cognition,
first mover advantage and firm entrepreneurial performance. The study is guided by the following objectives:
first, the study reviews extant theoretical and empirical literature on TMT cognition, first mover advantages and
firm entrepreneurial performance. Secondly, the study reviews emerging theoretical and empirical gaps that form
a basis for further research on TMT cognition, first mover advantage and firm entrepreneurial performance.
Lastly, the study proposes a theoretical model responding to the theoretical and empirical gaps on TMT
cognition, first mover advantage and firm entrepreneurial performance that can contribute to the body of
knowledge by linking TMT cognition, first mover advantages and firm entrepreneurial performance.
In undertaking this study, the authors add to the extant literature in strategic management to enrich the current
understanding of TMTs and the intermediate and ultimate outcomes of the decision making process in a strategic
management context. In addition, in attempting to explore the nature of the constructs, the study applies a
diversity of theories drawn from not only strategic management but also from Enterpreneurship theory and the
behavioural sciences as we point at areas of complimentarity between the two disciplines of study, strategic
management and Enterpreneurship. Lastly the study proposes a theoretical model that stands to guide future
research in suggesting constructs, their operational indicators and proposed theoretical relationships that can be
tested in empirical work.
2. Review of Conceptual Literature
As indicated in the objectives of the study, the paper is a presentation of summarized conceptual review on the
constructs of TMT cognition, first mover advantage and firm entrepreneurial performance. Further a literature
review of the same is conducted.
2.1 The Construct TMT Cognition
The construct of TMT cognition is a recent development in strategic management. It however seems to have its
roots in some of the theoretical underpinnings of strategic thinking, traced from the work of Mintzberg, (1987).
Mintzberg, (1987) used the concept of 5P’s of strategy so as to capture the various dimensions of the concept of
strategy. Considering the nature of the 5Ps, one is able to trace the origin of the construct of TMT cognition in
this early work. The 5Ps are ; ploy, plan, position, pattern and perspective. To expound further, plan is a
consciously intended course of action,, that is a deliberate strategy developed decisively and intentionally. Ploy
is a specific manoeuvre intended to outwit a competitor. Pattern are the stream of actions taken by members of
an organisation, consistency in behaviour, can be deliberate strategies or emergent strategies. Position is the
place an organisation in positioned within the environment, strategy acts as mediator between the firm and the
environment both internally and externally. And lastly, perspective is the ingrained way of perceiving the world.
The last dimension of perspective as described by Mintzberg appears to lay the ground for the role of cognitions
in the concept of strategy. As captured by Mintzberg, (1998), strategic planning would entail a systematic
programming of pre-defined strategies from which an action plan is developed.
A model developed by Biggadike, (1981) used the concept of choice to place the construct of cognition in the
heart of strategic thinking. According to the model, a firm’s strategic choice is developed from the organisational
capabilities, firm’s environment and its current competitive position. And according to Lieberman and
Montgomery, (1998) capabilities and resources have an influence on the entry timing as a strategic action. Extant
literature argues that for any firm to successfully implement strategy, then there is need for strategic thinking to
be incorporated. Strategic thinking is injected into the strategic management process at the early stages of the
strategic planning process whereby strategy is developed from the continuous analysis of alternatives. However
according to Liedkta’s model, strategic thinking is an individual initiative where an individual can be influenced
by the organisational context in which he operates (Graetz, 2002). While Bonn, (2001) argues that strategic
thinking at individual level is composed of three main elements namely: holistic understanding of the
organisation and its environment, degree of creativity, innovative solutions to issues that challenge existing
approaches and thinking and lastly the vision of the future, inspiring and uniting people in the achievement of the
corporate goals (O’Regan, Hughes, Collins, & Tucker, 2010).
Nadkrani and Barr, (2008) in adressing the question on what drives strategic action offered an explanation based
on two views: the managerial cognition view and industry structure view. Under the industry structure
perspective, strategic decision makers are completely rational and contend that industry structure may impact on
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the effectiveness and timing of strategic actions Extant research on mangerial cogntion argues that different
manager’s perceive the same business environment differently (Nadkrani & Barr, 2008; Gary & Wood, 2010;
Tripsas & Gavetti, 2000). Bogner and Barr, (2000) and Walsh,(1995) in their research on managerial cognition
and strategic action defined knowledge structure as a mental template where a person assumes the information
available in the environment and finds meaning, the manager is provided with a basis that forms a biased
representation of the environment that is used to inform the strategic action (Shepherd, MCullen, & Ocasio,
2016). Recent studies in strategic action indicate that the intergration of managerial cogntion and industry
structure leads to a better understanding of strategic action concept, (Johnson & Hoopes, 2003). Buyl, Boone,
and Paul, (2011) in defining TMT cognition, refer to the dimension of managerial cognition as TMT beliefs on
environment and strategy and TMT cognitive processes.
Hurzschenreuter and Horstkotte, (2013), further in dissecting the aspect of cognition adopted the concept of
faultline, which refers to a conceptual divide that seperates a managerial team into subgroups. They identified
two types of faultlines, that is task-related faultlines and bio-demographic tenure. Task-related faultlines refer to
the educational background and the length of organisational tenure while the bio-demographic faultlines are the
age and nationality differences. Task-related faultlines are hence based on characteristics that have been acquired
which are indicators of knowledge and perspectives relevant to a particluar task. These dimensions assist
managerial teams to successfully handle addition of new products in a given time period resulting in improved
firm performance.
2.2 First Mover Advantage
The ultimate purpose of strategic management is to build sustainable competitive advantage in a firm. CEO’s and
TMT’s role is to set direction for the firm by choosing the market the firm will participate and identify the
resources it will nurture and deploy. For instance, product diversification can be used as a strategic action in a
way that firms benefit by exploiting new market power among other benefits. However, it is worth noting that
this move can have a strain on managerial resources, complexity on the task of management while addition of
the product scope adds to the complexity. For a successful coordination of strategy, managers with experience
and a deep knowledge of the firm as a bundle of resources is critical. The resource based view (RBV) has
conceptualized the firm as a bundle of resources. The resources are managed and reconfigured by the managers
who are motivated to exploit perceived market opportunities (Castanias & Helfat,1991, 2001). The first mover
advantages represent a critical concept in strategic management literature and in business practice (Carow, Heron,
& Saxton, 2004). Pioneer advantage implies that by acting earlier relative to peers, a pioneer can achieve a
competitive advantage which enables a firm acquire economic profits (Lieberman & Montgomery, 1988).
Pioneer advantages depend on information asymmetry concept, whereby a first mover capitalizes on superior
information to recognize and respond upon some initiative to gain a head start over peer firms (Lieberman &
Montgomery’, 1987). It can hence be argued that, TMT interpretation of the opportunities presented in the
environment is key in first mover as a strategic choice. This is confirmed in Carow, Heron, and Saxton, (2004)
paper on acquisitions, where an acquirer is able to process superior information which allows it to recognise and
purchase an underpriced asset, that is, the acquirer knows more about the target’s value before other investors,
thus exploiting its information advantage.
Lieberman and Montgomery, (1998) article answered two questions that link FMA with RBV literature. First, the
conditions under which an early entrant can enhance the organisations accumulation of superior resources and
capabilities. Second, is whether capabilities and resources influence entry timing. Resources are the
roganisational tangible and intangible assets, that iclude employee individual skills. Capabilities or competencies
are organisation’s collection for understaking a specific type of activity within the environment. Early entrants
may be able to preempt resources ; superior geographical space, technological space, or customer perceptual
space, blocking product space with a broadening product line, preemption of superior human resource . Pioneer
entrants are able to define cost structures either through initial customer perception, accumulated positive
customer experience that leads to switching costs and user influence through product perceived to be the industry
standard. Early entrants can also develop organisational capabilities that are crucial to product or service such as
manufacturing, marketing, which is also known as learning or experience curve advantage. Lieberman and
Montgomery (1987)'s study showed that optimal timing of new entry into an new market depends on the
resources and capabilities of an organisation whose strength is in the development of new products, while
organisations whose strength is in marketing and manufacturing should enter as a late entrant. However, recent
survey suggests that an organisation’s resource base influences the options and entry timing. Market pioneers
had significantly different skills than late entrants (Lieberman & Montgomery, 1998).
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Potential early entrants usually examine potential opportunities by evaluating both perceived desirability and
perceived feasibility (Zhao, Erekson, Wang, & Song, 2012). These are conditioned by competencies developed
from human capital, their evaluation and perception of market opportunities and self efficacy (Elfving et al.,
2009; Mauer, Neergaard & Lindstad, 2009). Zhao, Erekson, Wang, and Song, (2012) argue that performance and
cost advantages influence perceived desirability of the entrepreneurial opportunities. The extent the advantages
can be predicted is dependent on the clear lens through which potential pioneer examines market opportunities
and capacity to apply specialised knowledge or resources to gain competitive advantage (Douglas, 2009).
Some firms are able to identify new niche markets through flexibility in exploitation and control of firm
resources . Through competitive action, firms can develop and even protect their own competitive advantage.
The competitiveness of their peers in the market can also be eroded by firm flexibility of resources (Nadkrani &
Narayanan, 2007). The constant configuration and rate of application on the competitive actions of a firm
determines the capacity of the firm to change its competitive stand and in turn respond to competition efficiently
(Young et al., 1996). Strategic schemas are the lenses through which strategic decision-makers interpret
information and translate it into organizational actions. Strategic schemas inﬂuence ﬁrm performance by
promoting effective strategic actions.
As mentioned earlier pioneer advantages occur in the dimensions of technological knowledge, pre-emption of
assets and buyers switching (Lieberman & Montgomery, 1987). First mover advantages through buyer switching
costs arise from initial transaction buyers makes when adapting to a product or from the buyer who has supplier
specific learning.
2.3 Firm Entrepreneurial Performance
Firms tend to seek ways to continue growth and one of the principle mechanism is entrepreneurial activities.
According to Penrose (1959), entrepreneurship is a contributor and consequence of growth in firms. There is a
need for firms to reconfigure new and old resources in order to gain more value. Through adaptive capabilities,
firms can expand the entrepreneurial activities to take advantage of presented opportunities. The relationship
between firm growth and firm entrepreneurial behaviour, firm growth and managerial perception towards risk is
mediated by adaptive capability. Adaptive capability is a firm’s adeptness of market expectations. Augmented
understanding and corresponding exposure to new entrepreneurial opportunities is the central antecedent to
tangible entrepreneurial activities undertaken to capture opportunities. Consequences of entrepreneurial
orientation or activities is firm growth, knowledge generation, strategic learning and improvement of strategic
positioning.
Extant literature argues that entrepreneurship is concerned with growth strategies while strategic management is
concerned with creation of wealth (Amit & Zott,2001; Hitt & Ireland, 2000; Hitt, Ireland, Camo & Sexton, 2001,
2002; Zahra, 2008). Entrepreneurship’s main objective is growth and wealth creation (Ireland, Kuratko & Covin,
2003). Entrepreneurship is viewed as a motivator of economic growth through actions of individual firms,
especially in emerging, developing and developed economies (Peng, 2001, Zahra, Ireland, Gutierrez & Hitt,
2000). Entrepreneurship and strategic management can be seen to be two disciplines that are complementary
(Ireland, Hitt, & Sirmon, 2003). A firm that exploits entrepreneurial opportunities as its strategy not only
contributes to its effort to form sustainable competitive advantage but also in wealth creation. However firms
must motivate and encourage their employees to be innovative and creative through providing the right internal
environment. However entrepreneurs risk failing to develop sustainable competitive advantage, this is as a result
of failure of entrepreneurs to strategically manage resources. (Hitt, Ireland, Camp, et al., 2001). Therefore for
sustainable wealth creation, both entrepreneurship, which is opportunity-seeking and strategic management that
is advantage seeking, must complement each other (Amit & Zott, 2001; Hitt & Ireland, 2000; Mcgrath &
MacMillan, 2000). According to Penrose, (1959), entrepreneurship is a contributor and consequences of growth.
Whereas in strategic management performance has been mostly operationalised through objective indicators of
profits. That however leaves out the important dimensions on sustainability of the profit which can benefit from
the perspective drawn from entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurship is interested in sustainability, growth and ability
to continue to earn profits. This is an agreement with the view advanced by proponents to the construct of
sustainable competitive advantage that leads towards acquired capability for a firm to be able to contionously
earn or post satisfactory returns. The perspective from entrepreneurship studies has a better inclination which
stands to provide a more clear path for organisations employing entrepreneurship based strategic innovation with
the hope of sustaining performance in the long term. There is therefore need for scholarship from both streams to
build consensus in understanding the construct of entrepreneurial performance. Chirico, (2006b) study on family
business defined entrepreneurial performance as a new and innovative form of competitve advantage achieved
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through entrepreneurial innovation and strategic adaptation to the market.
2.4 Issues Arising from the Conceptual Review
The reviewed conceptual literature has pointed to a number of issues. First is the emerging implication of the
possibility of a phenomenon that describes firm strategic behaviour in terms of a diversity of constructs
involving TMT Cognition, Pioneer advantage and firm performance. From this emerging pehnomenon, it is
notable that TMTs play a role in strategic decisions that have implications for pioneer advantages, there is also
an implied link between TMT cognition, the external environment and strategic flexibility that may explain
dinstinctions among first movers and late entrants. The outcome of this strategic flexibility leads to actions that
are entrepreneurial in nature as firms respond to market opportunities. This offers scholars a lens by which
linkages between TMT cognition and firm entrepreneurial moves may be seen.
Secondly, a review of several empirical attempts reveals the different ways the constructs have been
operationalised and applied in empirical work. For example Gary and Wood, (2011) looked at the accuracy of
mental models at an individual level, indicating that the variations in mental models is key in performance.
Hurzschenreuter and Horstkotte, (2013) used observable characteristics of the UET to measure psychological
characteristics. Zhao,Erekson,Wang and Song,(2012); Zhao and Parry,(2012) looked at perception on pioneer
advantages and disadvantages and the effects of first mover of entrepreneurs. Su, Xie,Wang and Li, (2011)
examined the entrepreneurial strategy making, resources and firm perfromance. Carow, Heron and Saxton, (2014)
study operationalised information asymmetry when making first mover decisions.
Thirdly, there is an emerging issue on the conceptualization of constructs as well as their operationalization.
Notable in this are two constructs, performance and TMT Cognition. Whereas in strategic management
performance has been mostly operationalised through objective indicators of profits, that perspective however
leaves out the important dimensions on sustainability of the profit which can benefit from the perspective drawn
from entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurship is interested in sustainability, growth and ability to earn profits which in
our view tends to close the gaps in conceptualization between proponents of sustainable competitive advantage
on the one hand and those in enterpreneurship supporting the view advanced by proponents to the construct of
sustainable competitive advantage that leans towards acquired capability for a firm to be able to continously earn
or post satisfactory returns. The perspective from entrepreneurship studies has a better inclination which stands
to provide a more clear path for organisations employing entrepreneurship based strategic innovation with the
hope of sustaining performance in the long term. There is therefore need for scholarship from both streams to
build consensus in understanding the construct of entrepreneurial performance. Towards this then, the authors
consider the limitations of the perspective by the approach adopted by Chirico (2006b) and the state of the extant
literature and offer an alternative description to the construct of enterpreneural performance. Thus the authors
add their voice to the extant literature their perspective to the construct of enterpreneural peroformance and
define it as ''the outcome of an enterpreneural oriented organization's strategic efforts that offer potential for
sustainability of the firm through dimensions such as growth, ability to earn profits and overall viability.''
Fourthly, the review of the literature points at a gap in understanding the role of the determinants of the timing of
entry to achieve pioneer advantages in the phenomenon that derives from TMT Cognition in making strategic
moves that should realize this advantage as suggested by Fines (1998) and Lieberman and Montgomery (1998).
On the one hand, Lieberman and Montgomery, (1998) point that when a firm is deliberating on the decision of
entry timing, the optimal timing will depend on the strengths and weaknesses of the firm’s existing resource base
and its capabilities and competencies, while on the other Fines (1998) basing his argument in managerial
consideration of industry clock speed indicated that the clock speed influences a firm’s strategic flexibility. The
clock speed comprises product, process and organisational attributes. Product clock speed is the firm’s
consideration of new product introduction and the obsolescence rate. Process clock speed reflects on the rate of
change and replacement of technological processes within an industry. While organisational attributes is the rate
of change at the strategic actions and structures, strategic flexibility is the ability of organisations to expedite
intentional changes, in response to the environmental change. The authors are of the view that since these two
determinants have not been considered in extant research, an attempt should be made to suggest how they may
be modelled to explain the phenomenon involving TMT Cognition and pioneer advantage.
Lastly, given the diversity of issues that have been raised, the authors are of the view that there is need for
application of multiplicity of theories that underpin constructs describing the phenomenon that involves TMT's
Cognition, pioneer advantages and firm entrepreneurial performance. Considering the theoretical underpinnings
offers an opportunity to anchor both the constructs and the phenomenon on sound theoretical ground as the
phenomenon needs clear understanding for empirical application.
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2.5 Review of Relevant Theories
The previous discussion on concepts has comprehensively discussed the nature of the constructs emanating from
TMT cognition, first mover advantages and emerging entrepreneurial firm performance. This debate raises issues
that call for an assessment of the appropriate theories that can explain this phenomenon. To further advance the
TMT cognition construct, this paper has taken a multi disciplinary approach by adopting theory from
behavioural science that could prove valuable in extending the needed explanation of the behaviour of the
phenomenon. The paper considers postulates and contributions of the: Upper Echelon theory, Theory of
Administrative Behaviour, Managerial Cognitive Theory, Resource based view of the firm, The Game Theory
and Theory of Entrepreneurial Orientation
2.5.1 The Upper Echelon Theory
The Upper Echelon Theory (UET) argues that the demographic characteristics and background of top
management team members have an influence on the strategic decisions of the organisations, which have a direct
impact on the performance and value creation in the organisation (Hambrick & Mason1984). In their paper, they
proposed a model that explains how the managers characteristics could influence the strategic choice in
organisations. More emphasis was on the observable characteristics, as indicators of the value managers bring to
the firm. These characteristics includes age, functional background, tenure in the organisation, education, socio
economic roots and financial position. The study on background characteristics was further emphasised and
reaffirmed by other researches in other fields like marketing who study on demographic as an indicators of
consumer preference. At this point upper level manager’s cognitive bases, values and perceptions were not
convenient to measure. Another proposal that was developed from the study is that scrutiny of the upper
management team was more effective than on individual managers.
Hambrick, (2007) introduced two refinements as important moderators, these are managerial discretion and
excutive job demands. Discretion exists in the absence of constraint and when there are multiple feasible
alternatives. Hence, when there is presence of discretion, managerial characterritics are reflected in strategy and
performance. Development of executive job demands is derived from task challenges, strategic conditions that
are difficult for managers and challenges from performance that include owners or board members who can be
demanding as well as aspirations from the excutive who are pushed to perform. Faced with challenges such as
intense jobs, executives will normally apply what has worked in past for them, the strategic choice will be a
reflection of their background and dispositions (Hambrick, Finkelstein, & Mooney, 2005).
Further two additional refinements were added to the theory. Intra-TMT power distribution which argues that
some TMT’s have more say than others, hence their biases is highly dependable when predicting managerial
actions (Hambrick, 2007). Hambick on the other hand introduced TMT behaviarol integration. The degree to
which a TMT engages in mutual and collective interaction is known as behavioral integration, which has a direct
positive effect on organisational performance. Thus TMTs need to engage collectively in information processing
or decision making. (Hambrick, 2007). The theory is linked to TMT cognition in that it reveals demographic
characteristics of TMT members influence on strategic decision making..
2.5.2 Managerial Cognitive Theory
Managerial cognitive theory is rooted in Piaget theory of cognitive development, is a comprehensive theory that
addresses the nature and development of human intelligence and later the development of the cognitive theory
which explains the mental processes, influenced by both intrinsic and extrinsic factors. This theory explains how
different processes that involve learning can be explained by analysing the mental processes. Cognition is the
mental action or process of acquiring knowledge and understanding through experience and senses. According to
Stimpert,( 1999) review, managerial cognition theory is concerned with the development of a deep understanding
of the way in which managers think. Managerial cognition emphasises on the upper echelon theory objective of
positioning the manager at the center stage (Eden & Spender, 1998). The issues on the importance of the
managers and the organisation in making sense of situations and events. Sense making involves the intepretation,
frames, schemas and assumptions of situations or events (Meindl, Stubbart, & Porac, 1994).
2.5.3 Theory of Administrative Behaviour of the Firm
The theory of Administrative Behaviour of the firm (AB) was introduced by Simon, (1997) who presented the
manager as an administrative man who uses decision premises . The decision premises explain: how the
organisation can be understood by their decision process ; decision premises influences behaviour, behaviour can
also modify decision premises; individual decision premises can be influenced by structures or objectives of the
organisation, and as a result, the decisions undertaken are in line with the objectives of the organisation.
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Jemison,(1986) classified the contribution into three categories: study of the organisation in the context of the
environment ; study of managerial action in the context of an organisation ; and lastly the development of
techniques to improve strategies alignment with organisation capabilities and its environment. The
aforementioned postulates reveal the link of this theory to TMT cognition.
Organisations are seen as open systems that must have support and feedback from their environment. Hence they
are systems that interact with greater systems (enviroments) and engage in life sustaining processes of exchange.
The responsibility of deciding which product to produce or the service to deliver, internal rationalisation or
throughtput procedure to implement, allocation of resources in order to achieve throughput that can compensate
on the value recieved from external constituences is within the strategies. When considering the managerial
actions in context of the environment, the AB theory seeks to undesrtand what the manager actually does through
activities such as entrepreneurial decision making, allocating resources, operating decisions (Chandler, 1962).
This theory is linked to TMT cognition, where managerial decisions are in agreement with the organisations
structures, objectives and environment.
2.5.4 Resource Based View Theory of the Firm
The resource based view is a theory that explains a way the firm can be viewed and the strategic choices
available. The RBV theory emphasizes the use of firm resources and internal capabilities in strategy formulation
to enable a firm acquire sustainable competitive advantage in the market and industry. The proponent of RBV
theory, Penrose (1959), emphasized the need to view the firm as a bundle of resources. Thus, growth of firms is
both facilitated and limited by managerial teams search for the optimum use of available resources. The theory is
also linked to Prahalad and Hamel (1990), Rumelt, Schendel, & Teece, (1991), who examined the differences in
firm profitability within and across the specific industry. Resources comprise of capabilities, process attributes,
assets, knowledge that is owned by a firm, which can be used for the formulation and implementation of
competitive strategies. Prahalad and Hamel essentially conceptualized the firm as a bundle of resources, the
difference between firms is seen through the difference in combination of the resources in order to deliver
products or services. If an organisation is viewed as made of capabilities and resources, which can be configured
and re-configured to provide a competitive advantage, then the internal capabilities determine the strategic
choices it makes in competing in its external environment.
Prior research on RBV basically investigated the association among available resources and performance, but
this has now evolved and resources are said to possess certain characteristics, that is, resources are valuable, rare,
inimitable and non-substitutable. These characteristics allow organisations to plan better in implementing
strategic actions. When the activities taken by the firm emphasize on economic use of the resources, competitive
advantage is created which can then translate to enhanced performance (Ketchen-JR, Hultz, & Slater, 2007). The
RBV theory hence provides a theoretical backing to FMA which lacks in the concept. The theory is also linked to
TMT cognition in that TMT cognition is an intangible resource and capability that has an impact of the
re-configuration of other resources.
2.5.5 Game Theory
The proponents of Game theory, Zermelo and Neumann introduced this concept as a branch in mathematics that
is concerned with the analysis of strategies to deal with competitive situations where the outcome of the
participants depends on the other participants (Bonanno, 2015). The theory is divided into two branches,
cooperative game theory and non-cooperative. In the cooperative game theory players are assumed they can
communicate, form coalitions and sign binding agreements. While the non-cooperative theory, players are in a
situation where they are unable to communicate, with no possibility of signing a binding contract. Game theory
has also been defined as part of a greater body of theory that provides a formal language to describe cognisant,
goal-oriented, decision making process that involves one or more players (Shubik,1972). It can also be as an
analysis of logical activities in situations that involve interdependence of results (Camerer, 1991). Game theory
models two or more players, in this case firms, who have a variety of activities on alternatives of choices or
strategies, while they have specific information that guides. Every firm has preferred varied results, with the
outcomes of interaction that depends on decisions of all the players (Ogot). The choice of which strategies to
implement determines the consequences which yield pay-offs (Camerer, 1991). The reasoning in game theory is
a decision rule or algorithm that selects an equilibrium strategy, firms discover an equilibria by introspection.
Introspection is a mental or computational process simulating outcomes of various choices, eliminating choices
that do not yield expected outcomes or reconfiguring the choices. According to research by Chau, (1996) , game
theory goes beyond the classic theory of probability, strategic aspects are emphasized or controlled by the
participants, hence the adoption in the study of competiton, where there are several factors for instance
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conflicting intrests, incomplete information, chance and interplay of rational decisions. The goal is to utilize the
game rules to forecast the equilibrium outcome of the game in terms of maximisation of profits and improvement
of market price influctuations, which may threaten the sustainability of the firm, producers who are faced with
the risk of market prices (Sahin, Yildirim, & Miran, 2009). This theory is connected to the concept of first mover
advantage when firms are addressing the critical questions on how payoffs can be achieved from the strategic
decision made to attain competitive advantage.
2.5.6 Theory of Entrepreneurial Orientation
In a rapidly changing environment, for a firm to continuously remain competitive, considering the resources and
capabilities that have been developed over time, TMT’s need to have an entrepreneurial mindset that will
recognise opportunities that present themselves. Integration of entrepreneurship in strategic process will
eventually change the firm’s culture- this encourages an innovative and creative environment and allocation of
resources for entrepreneurial activities. As organisations grow, they gain new resources and the business
environment changes, hence need to mix existing and new resources in value creating ways. Firms can exploit
new opportunities through the expansion of entrepreneurial activities through adaptive capabilities. EO leads to
firm’s growth, knowledge generation, strategic learning and an improvement of strategic positioning (Eshima &
Anderson, 2016). The concept of entrepreneurial orientation looks at strategic process and the styles of firms that
engage in entrepreneurial activities (Covin & Slevin,1998; Lumpkin & Dess,1996; Wiklund & Shepherd, 2003).
Covin and Slevin, (1988) defined a firm’s entrepreneurial orientation in terms of the extent managers and
strategist are inclined to take business-related risks, favour change and innovation and compete aggressively with
other firms.
The five components of EO are innovativeness, risk-taking, pro-activeness, autonomy and competitive
aggressiveness. Risk-taking describes the act of managers allocating finances to activities or project that have
uncertain results. Pro-activeness is whereby a firm is able to engage in entrepreneurial activities to predict
opportunities in future, both from a perspective of technologies or products and consumer and market demand.
Innovativeness is the consideration on the product variations and services to be introduced in the market, while
emphasizing the importance of leadership in technology as well as product line. Competitive aggressiveness is
the way an organisation engages with competition, differentiate among firms that do not embrace competition
directly with those that have a direct approach. Autonomy is the autonomous way of introducing ideas or visions ,
implementing it to completion (Lumpkin & Dess,1996) while not hampered by company’s inflexibilities.
(Schillo, 2011). This theory reveals that an integration of EO in the strategy of a firm will improve its
performance.
2.5.7 Issues Rising From the Theoretical Review
The review of theories has brought out the theoretical anchorage of the constructs of TMT’s, FMA and firm
entrepreneurial performance. For example the Upper Echelon Theory, managerial cognitve theory and theory of
administrative behaviour of the firm explain the role of TMT’s in complex situations where they rely on their
background, past interactions and the desire for performance. The organisation structures, objectives,
understanding of the environment, use of decision premises to influence their cognitive ability when making
decision making. The FMA construct has been identified in the RBV theory and game theory. The reasons
behind the choice to be a pioneer can be explained by the game theory. The firm entrepreneurial performance
construct has been identified in the entrepreneurial orientation theory.
From the review, the theories are complimentary to each other. For example TMT cognition can be explained
through the upper echelon theory that introduced the psychological characteristics which are influenced by the
observable characteritics. The psychological characteristics are rooted in the managerial cognitive theory. The
role of TMT’s can be examined using the theory of adminstrative behaviour of the firm . TMT cognition as a
firm resource and hence the resource based view theory of the firm. The pioneering strategic choice of the firm
can be explained by the game theory, while firm entrepreneurship which is also a resource within the firmis
explained by the entrepreneurial orientation theory.
Several empirical studies have used the theories to examine the constructs of this study, and in some cases other
constructs beyond this study. Hurzschenreuter and Horstkotte, (2013), used the Upper Echelon Theory to
measure managerial and growth related characteristics to analyse firm performance. Nadkrani and Narayanan,
(2007) examined the Upper Echelon Theory to investigate the linkage among industry clockspeed, strategic
schemas and strategic action of performance. Lieberman and Montgomery, (1998) journal reviews linked
empirical findings on first mover and RBV. Zhao and Parry, (2012) study on the impact of perceived pioneer
advantages, in consensus with prior work by Lieberman and Montgomery pioneer advantages.Various
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researchers such as Doorn, Jansen, Bosch, and Volberda, (2013); Zhao and Parry, (2012) ; Zahra,( 2008) all
examined the EO theory to underpin their studies. Kantur, (2016) study that focused on developing a clearer
understanding of the relationship between firm level entrepreneurship and firm performance in an emerging
economy, argued that EO leads to increased performance through strategic entrepreneurship.
Lastly, in our review,we also find that from the RBV, there are close links between the two disciplines of
strategic management and entrepreneurship in terms of their focus on prosperity of organisations. The outcome
of strategic entrepreneurial moves that take the form of performance have not also been adequately addressed in
the theory and empirical attempts in strategic management. Finally the construct of TMT cognition can be
viewed as one of the key capabilities of the firm that is vital in influencing key decisions of the firm. This is an
important observation that scholarship in strategic management needs to pickup and build on to strengthen links
between theories focusing on TMT and those that focus on firm resources.
3. The Call for a Theoretical Model
The review of the conceptual, empirical and theoretical literatures has brought out a number of issues that make
a case for a proposal of a new theoretical model involving the constructs of TMT Cognition, first mover
advantage and enterpreneurial performance. First, is the emergence of a phenomenon linking TMT cognition,
first mover and firm entrepreneurial performance calling for efforts to model linkages among the constructs.
Secondly, the emerging phenomenon involves more contigent factors touching on entrepreneurial orientation and
industry clockspeed as a determinant of timing of entry into the market whose role in the phenomenon needs to
be ascertained. Thirdly, the review raises the need for a multidiscplinary based approach for modelling the
relationships among the constructs as well as their operationalized indicators in describing the emerging
phenomenon and the strategic behavior in organizations. Lastly, there is need for a scientifically relevant
approach to the advancement of knowledge in management using these constructs so as to inform the direction
furture research needs to take. The scientific methodology towards advancement of knowledge based on both
ontological and epistemological inclinations supports the view that advancement of new knowledge calls for
theoretical models (theories) that affirm empirical work. There are debates as to whether theory should come
before research or vice versa (Nachmias & Nachmias, 2004). Proponents of the school of thought supporting
theory before research base their argument on the fact that a theoretical framework supports a research study
theory by Constructing an explicit theory or model, Selecting a proposition derived from the theory and
modelling for empirical investigation and Designing a research project to test propositions. This allows the
researcher to examine assumptions, address queries of why and how, permit the researcher to intellectually
progress from simply describing phenomenon that has been observed to generalising various aspects of the
phenomeono and assist in identifying limits to those generalization (Wandiga, Kilika, & James, 2017 ; Nachmias
& Nachmias, 2004). Thus in consideration of the above observations, the authors are of the view that there is a
compelling case for the development of a new model to relate TMT cognition with firm entrepreneurial
performance as conditioned by several contextual factors.
3.1 The Proposed Theoretical Framework
From the reviewed literature several constructs emerged from both the theoretical and conceptual literature.
These constructs include TMT cognition, firm entrepreneurial performance, pioneer advantage, entrepreneurial
orientation and industry clock speed. The role of a theory is developed to clarify, envisage and comprehend
phenomenon and in several situations test and expound existing knowledge within the limits of critical bounding
assumptions. Therefore in order to progress knowledge in a conventional manner, the authors propose the
following theory designating different roles in a phenomenon that involves the above five constructs. The model
presents a phenomenon whose antecedent factor is the TMT cognition. TMT cognition has two dimensions :
mental processes and task related fault lines. The intermediate state emerging from the TMT cognition is the first
mover advantage. According to literature the advantage results from technological knowledge, pre-emption of
scarce resources and buyer switching costs. The ultimate state is that of firm entrepreneurial performance. This
construct has been operationalized through indicators of customer satisfaction, sustainable competitive
advantage, sustainable profits and growth. The contingent factors include entrepreneurial orientation and the
industry clock speed.
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Figure 1. Theoretical Model showing the relationship between TMT Cognition and Entrepreneurial Performance
3.2 Propositions
3.2.1 TMT Cognition and Firm Entrepreneurial Performance
Strategy formulation and implementation is normally undertaken at three levels in a firm, the corporate level,
business level and functional level. Corporate level strategy is the level at which TMT’s are the primary decision
makers. TMTs provide the overall managerial game plan for a company to achieve its objectives and
stakeholders expectations. TMTs are faced with complex situations calling for the adaptability or strategic
renewal that emphasizes the role of managerial cognition (Kaplan, 2011) in strategic choice. According to
Neilsen, (2009), the nature and effectiveness of firm’s response to changing environmental conditions vary due
to the characteristics and compositions of TMTs. TMT’s cognitive ability to identify opportunities within the
environment that optimize achievement of organizational goals will be crucial. It is expected that well
constituted TMT's will take time to understand their external contexts, make sense of the key requirements of the
external context and generate appropriate decision premises that appropriately respond to the demands of the
external environment. The responsiveness to the environment through the quality of decisions made by the TMT
members will bring about outcomes that correspond to the requirements of the market. Cognitions are key to the
relevance of the responses TMTs generate for response to their environments as they reflect how well TMTs
perceive, interpret and attach meaning to vital environmental cues that require strategic response. The cues
require the systems in the organization to be aligned in a manner that they are innovative enough to generate the
required responses. The responses that are considered sufficiently innovative will bring about results that will
enhance the entrepreneurial performance of an organization such that the firm generates profits on a continual
basis, the firm competes effectively and the market is satisfied. Thus, the paper proposes that:
Proposition One: TMT Cognition in strategically oriented firms has influence on the firm's
Entrepreneurial Performance.
3.3 The Role of First Mover Advantage
TMT strategic responses that are innovative in nature targeting to enhance entrepreneurial performance of firms
will emphasize sensitivity to timing of the launch of the strategic Responses. The speed at which a firm responds
to its changing external environment is key to attaining the desired firm entrepreneurial performance. As firms
deliberate on the decision of entry timing, the optimal timing will depend on the strengths and weaknesses of the
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ﬁrm, existing resource base and its capabilities and competencies (Lieberman & Montgomery, 1998). Thus, it is
argued in this paper that TMTs in firms that intend to build and sustain desirable levels of entrepreneurial
performance will need to build the needed capability and competence for purposes of sustaining this
performance so that the firm can be a pioneer in making strategic moves in the market and not only earn this
perceived position of a pioneer but also enjoy the pioneer advantages that derive from pre-emption, buyers
switching costs and technical knowledge. The concept of first mover advantage assumes a firm can recognize
and respond promptly first upon some identified opportunity in the business environment. In view of this logic,
the paper proposes that:
Proposition Two: TMT Cognition in strategically oriented firms will lead the firms to make strategic
moves that earn the firms First Mover Advantages as a necessary condition for sustaining their desired
Entrepreneurial Performance level.
Proposition Three: The earned state of First Mover Advantage will determine the strength of the
relationship between the strategically oriented firm's TMT Cognition and the desired level of
Entrepreneurial Performance.
3.4 Role of Enterpreneurial Orientation and Industry Clock speed
It has already been suggested that TMT Cognitions need to generate strategic responses that from the viewpoint
of the market are sufficiently innovative. Thus, the paper argues that in terms of strategic thinking, two factors
from within and without the firm will be critical in determining the level of performance attained, namely the
firm's enterpreneural orientation and the industry clock speed. Innovation as a defining attribute of the firm
needs to be supported by a culture that demonstrates attributes of enterpreneural orientaion in terms of
innovativeness, Risk-taking behaviour, Pro-activeness, and Competitive Aggressiveness. If these attributes are
prevalent as components of the culture of the firm, both employees and systems will work towards initiatives
that generate appropriate innovations that adequately respond to the conditions faced in the market so as to
realize outcomes that promote the firms entrepreneurial standing on a continual basis. Secondly, since the
strategic responses that register such entrepreneurial performance outcomes are considered as strategic choices,
such choices are subject to the dictates of the conditions of the industry in which the firm operates. Thus the
industry clock speed in terms of Product, process clock speed and the Rate of new product introduction will
influence the firm's strategic flexibility that will determine how fast the firm can initiate strategic moves.
Considering the findings of previous empirical work by Meyer et.al (2009), Kilika (2012), and Kilika et.al (2013)
that identified complimentarity between RBV and environmentally based approaches to organizational studies of
Resource dependence and institutional theories, it is observed that the industry clock speed will play a contingent
role in the phenomenon linking the TMT Cognition and the earned capability of first mover advantage.
Entrepreneurial Orientation as an aspect of the internal culture prevailing in the organization will be critical as a
contingent factor not only in the path from TMT Cognition to firm entrepreneurial performance but also the
indirect path from TMT Cognition to First Mover Advantage and that of first mover advantage to firm
entrepreneurial performance. Thus, informed by this logic, the paper proposes that:
Proposition Four: The relationship between the strategically oriented firm's TMT Cognition and the
earned capability of First Mover Advantage will be conditioned by the combined effect of the state of
Industry Clock speed for the firm and the firm's Entrepreneurial Orientation.
Proposition Five: The strategically oriented firm's entrepreneurial orientation will condition both the
relationship between the firm's TMT Cognition and its desired Entrepreneurial Performance as well as
that between the earned level of First Mover Advantage and the desired firm Entrepreneurial
Performance.
4. Conclusion and Direction For Further Research
The purpose of this paper was to review the extant literature on the construct of TMT cognition, First Mover
Advantage and enterpreneural performance. The study reviewed both conceptual and empirical literature that
provided different perspectives to the understanding of the constructs as well as their operational indicators. The
relevant theories upon which the constructs are anchored reviewed included the Upper Echelon theory, Managerial
cognitive theory and Administrative behaviour of firms which introduced the construct of TMT cognition. First
mover advantage concept has been anchored on the Theory of Resource Based View of the firm and Game Theory.
The emerging gaps identified from the types of literature reviewed were used to propose a theoretical framework
showing the different conceptual roles the constructs play in the phenomenon that involves TMT Cognition, FMA,
Enterpreneural perfromance, enterpreneural orientation and industry clock speed. The paper presented several
propositions that highlight the direct and conditional links among the variables.
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The discussions advanced in this paper leading to the proposed theoretical framework and the propositions make
several contributions to the continuing discourse in strategic management. First, the paper had identified the need
for an enhanced understanding of the constructs of TMT Cognition, First mover advantage and firm
entrepreneurial performance. The study relied on multiple perspectives drawn from extant conceptual literature
underpinned in an integrated multidisciplinary theoretical base drawn from managerial cognitive theory which
is rooted in psychology, Theory of Administrative Behaviour drawn from the behavioural science, Game theory
drawn from Mathematics and Theory of Entrepreneurial Orientation which is borrowed from Entrepreneurship.
From these, the constructs were described, their conceptual nature, characteristics and operational indicators
identified. In addition, using previous research work, the authors expanded the scope of the current
understanding of the construct of entrepreneurial performance and provided an alternative definition to that
offered earlier by Chirico (2006).
Secondly, the research aimed at addressing the various linkages between the TMT cognition, external
environment and strategic flexibility for the purpose of demonstrating the possibility of an emerging
phenomenon involving the constructs. Besides the attempt made towards operationalization of the constructs, the
study further identified the emerging strategic management phenomenon as well as designation of the roles that
each would serve in the phenomenon. While TMT Cognition serves as the antecedent factor, strategic flexibility
and the environment serve as contingent factors through entrepreneurial orientation and industry clock speed
respectively. Finally, the study proposed a new theoretical model with a clear set of constructs and operational
indicators that can guide future research. The theoretical framework proposed can be practically tested in
different sectors of the economy where innovation and creativity provide a platform for competitiveness.
While this paper contributes to literature on strategic management, more specifically TMT cognition and firm
perfomance, it also proposes further research on other attributes of TMT cognition that have either not been
researched such as task related fautlines and their contribution to TMT cognition and decision making. The paper
has also taken a multidiscplinary approach, proposing further research on entrepreneurial orientation and
industry clockspeed and how these concepts can be integrated with the discpline of entreprenuership to come up
with a theoretical conclusion. Since the propositions made face a limitiation in that they have not yet been
empirically tested, the authors propose that future research be undertaken in relevant contextual settings to assess
how the constructs proposed and the emergent phenomenon empirically behaves. Such attempts will require
researchers to develop approapriate data collection tools using the operationalized indicators and apply relevant
statistical techniques to test the relationships. Some industries where such initiatives may be applied include
firms in information and communication technology, agribusiness, manufacturing .
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